
KEEPING RATS OUT OF MY RV

Here's what I'm trying this year to keep rats out
of my RV engine.  Watch on YouTube
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Have you ever had rodents in your RV?

If you park your RV outside during the winter, then this is an issue you can't ignore. 

I'm pretty proactive each year doing what I can to keep those critters away. Nevertheless, last
year a rat got past my defenses and setup camp in my engine compartment. 

When I popped the hood one day, I found a hole in my brake fluid reservoir (I'll show you the
hole in the video). There was also some chewed up flex tubing around a wire bundle. Yikes!

Luckily, there were no wires chewed on, but I immediately started looking into alternative ways
to keep those furry beasts away from my engine.

In this video, I'll show you what I'm trying now.

Watch the project video on YouTube

I hope you don't have this problem. If you do, I'd love to know what you've tried and what has
worked. 

I've also posted another article recently to help you choose a battery monitoring system for
your RV. Check it out here:

Best RV Battery Monitoring Systems

That's it for now. We're off to a pre-holiday family get together. It's the only time to get
everyone in the same place during the holidays. I wanted to get this out to you before we go.

Have a good one!

Brian

THANK YOU for being an RVwithTito.com insider
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